
SN902: Thought Transformation, Epidemic of Elite Evil & Terrestrial Ecosystems 

 

---------------------------------------------------- (Updates/Intro) 

- DOWNLOAD THE SHOW NOTES 

- MiniCast: The End Of This Age Reveals Deep Mysteries [Audio] | [Video] 

-- Tuesdays, Fridays [Exclusive Members] Being IG Live Days 

- Space Force 50th Anniversary T-Shirt 

- 4th of July, Start of Season 9 Sale: 30% OFF Promo Code NINER 

-- Buy One Himalayan Pink Salt Lamp, Get Anti-Radiation Stickers 50% Off 

---------------------------------------------------- (Thought Transformation Camps) 

- [Video] Apple Co-Founder, Steve Wozniak, Says People Should Get Off FedBook Permanently 

-- [Video] Sean Parker, FedBook Co-Founder, Talks About Social Media’s ‘Little Dopamine Hits’ 

- [Video] China’s “Thought Transformation” Camps [Thought Policing / Reeducation Camps] 

- Instagram Using A.I. To Censor “Hate Speech” Before It’s Even Posted [Admittance/Vindicated] 

- [Video] Florida Democrat, Frederica Wilson, Claims People Who “Make Fun” of Congress Members 

Should Be Prosecuted 

- FedBook’s Updating, Then Retracting (Probing) Their Policy’s To ‘Target’ Dangerous Individuals 

-- Laura Loomer Suing FedBook 

-- Christie Scarborough & T. Matthew Philips Episode [Link Attached] 

- [Video] Tommy Robinson Pleas To President Trump, After Exposing Rape Gangs in The UK 

---------------------------------------------------- (Elite’s Evil Epidemic) 

- The Situation Down At The Border 

-- [Video] Cory Booker Escorts Mexican Asylum Seekers Into The U.S. 

-- [Video] Border Patrol Disproves AOC’s Toilet Gate Claims 

-- [Video] Top Immigration Official Says ICE Ready To Deport Millions of Illegals 

-- [Video] Formal Complaint Filed with NYPD Demanding Hillary’s Arrest 

- [Video] Jefferey Epstein’s Case [Arrested For Sex Trafficking of Minors] 

-- Prosecutor in Epstein’s New Case is James Comey’s Daughter 

-- Trump & Epstein Were Exclusive Guests At A Party with 28 Women 

--- Trump’s Known (About) Epstein Since 2002 

-- Former President Bill Clinton’s Statement Regarding His Arrest [Statement Link Attached] 

--- 26 Flights on The Lolita Express 

--- Wikipedia Whitewashing Epstein & Clinton’s 2002-2003 Connection 

 

--------------------------------------------------- (Protecting Terrestrial Ecosystems) 

-GET THE SPACE FORC TEE (30% Off, Using Promo Code NINER [Link Attached] 

- [Video] France’s Eco-Tax 

- [Video] Thousands of Bees Drop Dead After California’s Earthquake 

- Jaden Smith Feeding Vegan Food To Homeless People on His Birthday 

(( Over Population Myth )) ((Agenda 2030’s Goal 15… Protecting Terrestrial Ecosystems…” 

-- [Video] Robert Downey Jr & Matt Damon’s Footprint Coalition 

-- Leonardo Di Caprio, Climate Change Activism 

-- Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez & Greta Thumberg 

- [Video] Trump Speaks on UFO’s Again 



-- China’s Mars Rover Will Launch in 2020 

-- U.S. Navy and Lockheed Martin Officially Introduce Directed Energy Weapons (D.E.W.) 

-- University of Chicago Creates “Hybrid Particles”, Lightsabers Next? 

---------------------------------------------------- (Updates/Outro) 

 

 

High Occult Magick 

- Satanic Revolution 

- Aleister Crowley’s Loch Ness House Opening As a “Sex MAgick Retreat” 

-- Creating My Own Sacred Masculine, Divine Feminine Series w/ Guests Too 

 

Pull Back, What Does This Week Reveal: Aside from the fact that we’re not talking about highly-

eroticized and somehow pseudo-political perverts and pedophiles trying to have platonic relationships 

with children, I think it shows us that indeed, there is another guiding principle which governs the planet 

at the moment. 

 

I’ve had a number of revelations this week; Why does the bible talk about obey authority? As it 

expresses his will upon the Earth, (Acts 5:29 & 1 Peter 2:13-17) and I found it to be true, due to the fact 

that it exemplifies people’s hearts and minds of the time. We are humans, and freedom is the only thing 

we’ve ever sought after outside of a prosperous family and wonderful life, but all of these are decisions 

dependent upon the individual’s choice, however, the times we’ve entered into are ones which enable 

submission and obedience. This is not open rule which enables prosperity and facilities grace, this is a 

quiet usurpation of reality and all decency. 

 

I speak on The Black Mirror and The Green Mirror, moreso on our partner page Liberation Legion, but 

it’s the concept that we are being pulled, not pushed, into an abysmal ether, from which we may not 

return. Elon Musk, as I said, at the start of this season, spoke of the immortal dictator, from which we 

would never escape. You see, the true rulers of this world that we’re moving into, has no flag. It bears 

no name, and is subject to no governance, other than what it manifests. The Green Mirror, what God, 

the Most High, has set in stone is all that ever is, and all that ever will be.  

People ask why evil is necessary, and why it continues to run amok in this plane and why it goes 

unchecked… It’s because we truly cannot comprehend the depths at which it operates, we do not have 

the skills. There are people, and we’re only catching glimpses of the abyss, that work in the darkest 

realms imagined. We’ve been asleep for a reason! Lulled into a false state of security and a trance by the 

very vampires conspiring to kill us, and yet when we expose their heinous deeds, we’re deemed 

disruptive or labeled “Dangerous Individuals”. It’s the capitulation that kills us, and it’s that hesitation 

that makes us surrender our will. 

 

Why do I tell you good folks to stay vigilant? (1 Peter 5:8: Be alert and sober of mind. Your enemy the 

devil prowls (roams) around like a lion, looking for someone to devour.) And let me tell you folks, we’re 

out here on the plains of the Sahara deserts without any protection, understanding of how we got here, 

or true comprehension of our situation – We’ve been rendered helpless, and if you can believe it, that’s 

a damn good spot to be in. 

 



You see, this thing called desperation can be broken down to a simple theory that some folks like to call 

Flight or Fight, and folks, right now all we have is the fight. They say freedom ain’t free, well, shucks I’d 

say they’re right because these days, we’re having to develop new neurons, new systems, new abilities, 

new mechanisms and all-new-everything, because what we used to do was “Sustainable” for where we 

were. We can do better, and we’re doing better. In that moment, that aforementioned apprehension, 

that’s where the mysterium takes place, and it’s in the deepest, most truest parts of ourselves that are 

discovered. 

 

 

 

This is what’s happening; We’re discovering ourselves. 

We were asked through Instagram  

Darkness calls us all, people, whether you answer it or even recognize it’s voice is upon  you. Learn some 

discernment. Learn that our problems, as dire as they are projected to be, are not carnal, but spiritual, 

and the wickedness will continue and intensify, our willpower and mental fortitude must increase to 

truly be cognizant and tolerant of such atrocities that are to come – And this is part of God’s plan, as it is 

part of the ruler of this world’s plan.  

 

Acts 5:29 Peter and the other apostles replied: "We must obey God rather than human beings! 

 

1 Peter 2:13-17 13Submit yourselves for the LORD's sake to every human authority: whether to the 

emperor, as the supreme authority, 14or to governors, who are sent by him to punish those who do 

wrong and to commend those who do right. 15For it is God's will that by doing good you should silence 

the ignorant talk of foolish people. 16Live as free people, but do not use your freedom as a cover-up for 

evil; live as God's slaves. 17Show proper respect to everyone, love the family of believers, fear God, 

honor the emperor. 


